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ABSTRACT:

PURPOSE: To attain free access to each memory core housed In a single chip

by permitting a bus selector arranged between plural memory cores to switch the

connection of the writing data bus and the reading data bus of each memory
core.

CONSTITUTION: Two memory cores 1 and 2 are respectively connected with

writing SAM (serial access memories) 3, 4 and reading SAM 5, 6. These SAM 3 to

6 are connected with (n)-number of data buses transmitting data. The bus

selector 7 arranged between the memory cores 1 and 2 switches the writing data

bus and the reading data bus of each memory core to enable free access to each

memory core. Consequently, an examination can be executed by an individual

memory core unit and various kind of ways to use are attain such as serially

connecting each memory core, replacing storage contents each other,

independently using each memory core, simultaneously writing the same pieces of

data in plural memory cores, etc.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] About a memory apparatus, especially, this invention is used as video memory
for image processings, such as TV and VTR, and relates to a suitable memory apparatus.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In image processings, such as TV and VTR, although signal processing,

such as 1 field delay and one-frame delay, is performed, generally video memory is used.

Conventionally, as this kind of video memory, as shown in drawing 8 (a), the thing of the configuration

using that by which the memory for the 1 field was stored in one chip, and the thing of a configuration

of having stored the memory for the 1 field in two-piece one chip simply, as shown in drawing 8 (b)

were used by two chips.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, in the former video memory, since a data transfer

is performed from the memory core A to the memory core B and an output buffer 81 is needed for the

memory core A, it is not desirable in respect of power consumption or a noise. Moreover, the whole cost

will also become high if there are many chips.

[0004] On the other hand, since memory core each cannot be accessed in the trial of each memory core

although an output buffer becomes unnecessary to the memory core A and the problem of power

consumption or noise-proof nature is solved if it is in the latter video memory, the memory cores A and

B cannot be examined independently. Usually, when DRAM is used for a memory core, it makes a part

for what bit it is [ more ]
(redundant bit), and exchanging for a defect bit is performed, therefore, A and

B " if it does not know with which memory core the defect has occurred, the effectiveness of

redundancy relief will get worse.

[0005] This invention is made in view of the point mentioned above, and aims at offering the memory
apparatus which enabled free access to each memory core stored in 1 chip.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem] A memory apparatus by this invention has composition equipped with

two or more memory cores for the one field each stored in 1 chip, and a selector which is allotted among

two or more of these memory cores, and switches connection of a data bus for writing of each memory
core and a data bus for read-out.

[0007]

[Function] By switching connection of the data bus for writing of each memory core and the data bus for

read-out by the selector allotted between memory cores, it can access freely to each memory core.

Thereby, while a trial is possible per memory core, the data same in connecting each memory core

serially, replacing the contents of storage mutually, or using it independently is made by how to use

versatility to two or more memory cores, such as writing in coincidence.

[0008]

[Example] Hereafter, the example of this invention is explained to details based on a drawing. Drawing

http://www4.ipdl.jpo.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje 1/6/04
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i is the block diagram showing one example of this invention. This example shows the case where it is

stored for the one field each (for example, two memory cores) in 1 chip. In drawing 1 , SAM 3 and 4 for

writing (serial accessmemory) and SAM 5 and 6 for read-out are connected to two memory cores 1 and

2, respectively, n data buses which transmit data are connected to these SAM 3-6. Here, WA and the

address for read-out are set to RA for the data bus for writing of the memory core (A) 1 . Similarly, WB
and the address for read-out are set to RB for the data bus for writing of the memory core (B) 2.

[0009] Even if read-out of data is performed in the case of the writing of data, as shown in drawing 2 (a)

and (b), the interior has double buffer composition, and SAM 3-6 gathers the data sent continuously for

every number of bits of a certain arbitration, and transmits it to the memory cores 1 and 2 so that data

can be outputted and inputted continuously. The bus selector 7 is allotted between two memory cores 1

and 2, and connection of the data bus WB for writing of the data bus WA for writing of the memory core

1, the address RA for read-out, and the memory core 2 and the address RB for read-out is switched by

this bus selector 7.

[0010] Among n Rhine of SAMS and the data bus RA for read-out, as shown in drawing 3 , m switches

8 corresponding to number-of-bits m of SAMS are connected. These switches 8 serve as pointer format

by which switching control is carried out n pieces at a time through a switch 1 0 with the pointer 9 which

consists of a D type flip-flop of an individual (m/n). Between other SAM 3, 4, and 6 and data buses WA,
WB, and RB completely has same composition. In this configuration, if a pointer-off signal is impressed

to a switch 10 and it is made not to give a pointer, SAM is separable from a data bus.

[001 1] Between the memory core 1 and SAMS, many bit lines are thinned out using a selector 1 1 , and

you may make it connect them, as you may be direct connection or it is shown in drawing 4 . In this

configuration, if selection of a memory cell group and a bit line group is performed by giving the

address from the exterior, random access will become possible by making the number of bits of SAM
into an unit.

[0012] Next, it explains, referring to various kinds of examples of connection of drawing 5 about work

of the bus selector 7. In addition, an example of the concrete configuration of the bus selector 7 is shown .

in drawing 6 . First, in the 1st example of connection (a), the data bus RA for read-out of the memory
core 1 and the data bus WB for writing of the memory core 2 are connected, and the data bus WA for

writing of the memory core 1 and the data bus RB for read-out of the memory core 2 are separated.

[0013] In the case of this example of cormection (a), the inputted data is written in SAM3 through the

data bus WA for writing, and is transmitted to ,the memory core 1 in the place where only a certain

regular number of bits collected on SAM3. SAM can receive continuously the data sent fi"om the data

bus WA for writing, unless a buffer overflows, since it has double buffer composition as shown in

drawing 2 .

[0014] Then, the transfer which made the lump a certain regular number of bits is performed from the

memory core 1 to SAMS. Reading appearance of this data is carried out to the data bus RA for read-out,

it is sent to the data bus WB for writing through the bus selector 7, and is written in SAM4. Since it is

carrying out mutually-independent [ of the data bus RA for read-out, and the data bus WA for writing ]

at this time, it can operate asynchronous. The data of SAM4 is transmitted for every lump in the

memory core 2. Furthermore, data is transmitted to SAM6 fi-om the memory core 2, and this data is

outputted to the exterior through the data bus RB for read-out.

[00 IS] Since the inputted data is outputted to the exterior through the memory core 1 and the memory
core 2 according to this example of connection (a), delay of the data for the 2 field will be performed.

Moreover, since the writing and read-out clock of each SAM can be chosen as arbitration, asynchronous

actuation is possible.

[0016] In the 2nd example of connection (b), the data bus WA for writing of the memory core 1 and the

data bus RB for read-out of the memory core 2 are connected, and the data bus RA for read-out of the

memory core 1 and the data bus WB for writing of the memory core 2 are connected. According to this

example of connection (b), the contents of the data stored in the memory core 1 and the contents of the

data stored in the memory core 2 can be replaced. However, it is necessary to specify the address in this

case in consideration of passing of the data of writing and read-out, or the transfer time ofSAM and a

http ://www4 .ipdl
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memory core.

[001 7] In the 3rd example of comiection (c), each data buses RA and RB for read-out of the memory
cores 1 and 2 are connected mutually, and each data buses WA and WB for writing are separated.

According to this example of connection (c), the data stored in the memory core 1 or 2 can be read

directly. For example, when reading the data of the memory core 1, as a pointer does not point out

where, it should just separate the data buses RB and SAM6 for read-out using the pointer-off signal (see

drawing 3 ) of SAM6. Moreover, similarly, after reading the data for the 1 field, it is possible it not only

to switch, but to switch and read the contents of the memory cores 1 and 2 by making into an unit the

number of bits which can be specified at once with the pointer of SAM.
[0018] In the 4th example of connection (d), each data buses WA and WB for writing of the memory
cores 1 and 2 are connected mutually, and each data buses RA and RB for read-out are separated.

According to this example of connection (d), the same data as writing data in one of the memory cores 1

and 2 **** or both can be written in. When writing data only in one ofmemory cores, it is necessary to

stop the pointer of SAM of the direction which is not written in and to separate SAM3 or 4 from the data

bus WA for writing, or WB.
[0019] In the 5th example of connection (e), the data bus WB for writing and the data bus RB for read-

out of the memory core 2 are connected. According to this example of connection (e), the same data as

the same memory core 2 can be repeated and written in, for example, the reliability trial of the long

duration of the memory core 2 can be performed easily. In addition, if the input side of the data bus WA
for writing of the memory core 1 is separated, the same actuation will be attained also to the memory

core 1 by connecting the data bus WA for writing of the memory core 1 , and the data bus RA for read-

out.

[0020] In the 6th example of connection (f), the data bus WA for writing of the memory core 1 and the

data bus RB for read-out of the memory core 2 are connected, and the data bus RA for read-out of the

memory core 1 and the data bus WB for writing of the memory core 2 are separated. Since I/O of data

will be performed according to this example of connection (f), without minding the memory cores 1 and

2, when a certain defect arises in a device, separation distinction of a thing with the bad memory cores 1

and 2 and a thing with a bad circumference circuit can be performed.

[0021] In addition, in the above-mentioned example, although connection of each data bus for writing

and the data bus for read-out is switched by the bus selector 7 between two memory cores 1 and 2, the

number of a memory core is not limited to two pieces, and even if it is three or more pieces, it is

applicable [ number / by allotting a bus selector ] between each memory core. Namely, while allotting

two bus selectors to three memory cores A, B, and C as shown in drawing 7 for example The data bus

RA for read-out of the 1st step ofmemory core A is used as a bus for data writing of the memory cores

B and C after the 2nd step. Moreover, it becomes possible by using the data bus WC for writing of the

3rd (last stage) step of memory core C as a bus for data readout of the memory cores A and B before if

to write in data or to read the data of the memory core of arbitration to the memory core of arbitration.

[0022]

[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, while storing two or more memory cores for the one field

each in 1 chip according to this invention Since it can access freely to each memory core by having

switched connection of the data bus for writing of each memory core and the data bus for read-out by

the selector allotted among two or more memory cores. While a trial is possible per core, the data same

in connecting each memory core serially, replacing the contents of storage mutually, or using it

independently will be made by how to use versatility, such as writing in coincidence, to two or more

memory cores.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the block diagram showing one example of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the block diagram showing the concrete example of a configuration of SAM.
[Drawing 3] It is the circuit diagram showing the configuration of connection between SAM and a data

bus.

[Drawing 4] It is the block diagram showing the configuration of connection between a memory core

and SAM.
[Drawing 5] They are various kinds of connection diagrams of a bus selector.

[Drawing 6] It is the circuit diagram showing an example of the concrete configuration of a bus selector.

[Drawing 7] It is the block diagram showing other examples of this invention.

[Drawing 8] It is the block diagram showing the conventional example.

[Description of Notations]

1 Two Memory core

3 Four SAM for writing

5 Six SAM for read-out

7 Bus Selector

WA Data bus for writing of the memory core A
RA Data bus for read-out of the memory core A
WB Data bus for writing of the memory core B
RB Data bus for read-out of the memory core B

[Translation done.]
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